Choose Your Cloud Journey

Select Your Path to Cloud Success

Path #1: Cloud Migration

Migrating to cloud? Get started here.

Possible Scenarios

• I need to migrate my on-prem data center
• I need supplemental capacity to grow our data center quickly
• I'm looking to move some vSphere workloads to a public/hybrid cloud
• I'm ready to automate, monitor and troubleshoot your environment

HERE'S WHAT YOU'LL NEED TO DO

HERE'S WHAT YOU CAN DO

Conduct assessment and pre-migration cleanup
Conduct Kubernetes and infrastructure inventory and monitoring
Define Kubernetes resources
Optimize by reclaiming wasted resources
Rightsize VMs
Combine and offer infrastructure and cloud objects with native AWS services

That's a wrap on app modernization using vRealize Cloud Management.

WANT TO SEE HOW

WATCH THE DEMO

READ ABOUT THE PROCESS

ENROLL IN THE PATH

Choose Your Cloud Journey

Path #2: Data Center Extension

Looking to expand your data center to include cloud? Right this way.

Possible Scenarios

• I need to build a new app framework, but Kubernetes to modernize
• I'm trying to use vRealize Cloud Management with VMware Cloud on AWS
• I want to use public/hybrid cloud to enhance my app features
• We've already migrated to cloud, but want to think the flexibility of a hybrid cloud might be our best option. What now?

HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL NEED TO DO

HERE’S WHAT YOU CAN DO

Assess bandwidth and egress charges, and migrate using VMware HCX
Enable end-to-end network visibility
Troubleshoot the performance of your hybrid environment
Analyze transactions and billing
Rightsize VMs
Combine and offer infrastructure and cloud objects with native AWS services

Congratulations! Your hybrid environment is all set thanks to vRealize Cloud Management and VMware Cloud on AWS.

Path #3: App Modernization

Put your app stack to the benefits of a multi/hybrid cloud with vRealize Cloud Management.

Possible Scenarios

• I want to build a new app framework, but Kubernetes to modernize
• I want to use public/hybrid cloud. Let's go!
• I need to migrate my on-prem data center
• I need supplemental capacity to grow our data center quickly

HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL NEED TO DO

HERE’S WHAT YOU CAN DO

On-board applications with Helm
Conduct network-level visibility
Choose the right infrastructure
Optimize by reclaiming wasted resources
Rightsize VMs
Combine and offer infrastructure and cloud objects with native AWS services

That's a wrap!

MANAGE VMWARE CLOUD ON AWS

PREPARE WITH THIS BLOG POST

voircloudmanagement.com/blog

SET UP DAY 2 OPERATIONS

HERE’S WHAT YOU CAN DO

Enable end-to-end network visibility
Troubleshoot the performance of your hybrid environment
Analyze transactions and billing
Rightsize VMs
Combine and offer infrastructure and cloud objects with native AWS services

Congratulations! Your hybrid environment is all set thanks to vRealize Cloud Management and VMware Cloud on AWS.

Make cloud your business with vRealize Cloud Management
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